SACRED TEMPLATE
INFINITE CIRCLE OF LIGHT
I AM an Infinite Circle of Light.
I AM Ascended and Free.
I AM inclusive of all life,
living Free in the Light.
I AM THAT I AM!
From within this Infinite Circle of Light:
The Gathering of Ascended Humanity,
In union with the Royal Kingdoms of Angels and Elementals,
Through the cohesive Power of Divine Love
uniting all Life in its Ascended State,
Now emerges into Humanity as the Theme and
Thoughtform of this Sacred Month and Cycle of the Zodiac:
BUILDERS OF A CELESTIAL INFRASTRUCTURE
FOR THE ASCENSION OF ALL HUMANITY
Builders of Divine Self
The Solar Christ Self,
A Sun of the Sun!
Builders of Divine Consciousness
Ascended and Free Humanity, the I AM Race!
Builders of an Eternal Life in the Light
The New Earth …the Sun of Earth!
The Three-fold Flame of New Earth holding the Crystalline
Shimmering Diamond …of all levels of life expressing in form!

BREATHING STATEMENT
I AM Inbreathing and Absorbing the Flame of Divine Realization,
as co-creators of the present Cosmic Moment on Earth!
I AM Expanding and Projecting the Flame of Divine Realization,
as co-creators of the present Cosmic Moment on Earth!
AFFIRMATIONS
I AM Flame.
I AM an Eternal Flame.
I AM the Three-fold Flame.
I AM Seven-fold Flame of the Elohim.
I AM Builders of Divine Self.
I AM Builders of Divine Consciousness!
I AM Builders of an Eternal Life in the Light!
I AM a Causal Body, created from my own Cosmic
Momentum of Precipitation, Causation and Co-creation!
I AM in my right and perfect place, doing the right and perfect
thing …at the right and perfect time …all according to God’s Will!
I AM Eternal Flame and I AM its Infinite Radiant Light …
in fulfilling the sustaining affirmation of Ascended and Free!
I AM a Gathering of Ascended Humanity!
(as an Eternal Flame …my only Reality!)
In union with the Royal Kingdoms of Angels and Elementals
(as the Eternal Flame’s Infinite Radiant Light,
here, there, everywhere present!)
Through the Cohesive Power of Divine Love,
uniting all life in her Ascended State
(...all the Sacred Fire Forcefields within
the Solar Year Thoughtform!)
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I AM Eternal Flame …inbreathing and absorbing Eternal Flame!
I AM its Infinite Radiant Light …expanding and projecting
Infinite Radiant Light …everywhere present!
And thus, I AM Builders of Divine Consciousness;
I AM Builders of Divine Self; and I AM
Builders of an Eternal Life in the Light!
I AM surrendering into the present Cosmic Moment.
I AM surrendering into my service in Co-creation.
I AM surrendering into Divine Realization.
I AM surrendering into my Divine Self.
I AM surrendering into Divine Consciousness.
I AM surrendering into my Eternal Life in the Light!
As I AM surrendering, I AM also becoming!
I AM surrendering into the Light and I AM becoming
my True Identity, as a Divine Instrument in Co-creation,
an Eternal Flame and its Infinite Radiant Light!
And SO IT IS, BELOVED I AM!
ASCENSION CONCEPTS
I AM becoming! The process of the Ascension is in becoming
my Great God Self …in this world! Like the acorn becomes the
mighty Oak Tree, I AM becoming an Ascended Master Presence.
Collectively, the Gathering of Ascended Humanity is becoming a
planetary Forcefield as the I AM Race …Builders of a Divine Bridge
to Spiritual Freedom for all Humanity. Personally, I AM becoming
the Builder of Divine Self and the Builder of Divine Consciousness
that I came into embodiment to be …to become! This is what I AM
…and I AM that I AM!
In this Ascension process, let us contemplate the Forcefields within
the Solar Year Thoughtform and understand how each Forcefield
creates and sustains this …our personal Celestial Co-creation
…as well as building the Bridge to Spiritual Freedom for all
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Humanity. This is an immense undertaking of Energy, Vibration
and Consciousness. But this is our specialty, our gift to the world
…and, what allowed the granting of our embodiment by the Karmic
Board at this Cosmic Moment. This opportunity comes with the
assistance of all Cosmic and Ascended Masters across the Solar
System …watching and supporting us with great Reverence. But as
well, we call on every aspect of our own Ascended Master training
(before this embodiment, between embodiments and during this
embodiment) to come into action through us now (X3) …to ensure
this Mighty Victory! And SO IT IS!
All Causal Creation begins with the Will of God. Thus we affirm
our Divine Will: I AM every Momentum of my Causal Body in action
through me now! This is the Divine Intent of Father / Mother God
…the Resurrection and the Life of the original Divine Plan for
ourselves and this sweet Earth. Specifically at present, the Will of
God is centered in the Purification, Resurrection and Ascension of
the Fourth and Fifth Root Races, as well as all the ‘invited souls’
joining the Fourth Root Race who had not Ascended with their
original Home Star …but who found a compatible frequency at the
denser level of physical form to continue their eternal journey into
greater Light (‘the laggards’).
This Transition of the Root Races allows the progression of the
Cosmic Cycle …the Fourth and Fifth Root Race Ascending into
their Realms of Light around Earth (their Spiritual Home on New
Earth) …and then subsequently the Sixth and Seventh Root Races
fully taking their rightful place on New Earth shining in the full
Glory of her Ascended and Free Orbit. Then we complete the Sevenfold nature of the Ascended and Free Realms of Light around Earth
…all Seven Root Races at their right and perfect place; their right
and perfect Energy, Vibration and Consciousness!
This then ensures the Seven-fold Flame of the Elohim may then be
initiated upon the Consciousness of all Humanity …with all Root
Races ‘home’ in their right and perfect place. This is the Oneness
Consciousness of the I AM Race! Then true Precipitation, Causation
and Co-creation occurs in daily life, as it does on every Ascended
Planet …all of whom are already prepared for the Great Cosmic
Inbreath …which only now awaits the Earth’s final preparation!
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The First Ray Will of God always contains the aspects of Power
and Protection. As the Gathering of Ascended Humanity builds the
Bridge to Spiritual Freedom, the very nature of protection is built
into this Celestial Infrastructure. Therefore, standing in the Sword
of Blue Flame with Lord Michael, we guide, guard and protect the
Co-creative process and its beginning lattice network of delicate
streams of Light Rays from the Gathering of Ascended Humanity
all over the globe. The First Ray is like a parent watching over her
children as they build their dream creation, ensuring the dream is
adequately fulfilled.
Remember dear ones, the reason this New Age will be permanent
is because it is being created through Humanity (embodied Light
Servers in action in their Ascended and Free capacity) …rather than
for Humanity (by the Spiritual Hierarchy intervening). Ascended and
Free Humanity have many great Cosmic Abilities and thus immense
capacity to build this Bridge to Spiritual Freedom. But we are in
the body and buffeted by karmic currents …even as we develop our
Ascended and Free Consciousness. Thus, such a process begins
with a delicate sub-structure that is strengthened and protected over
many applications of Sacred Fire!
The Will of God protects. Thus, we stand in the Sword of Blue
Flame completely clothed in invincible Light Substance. Let us
invoke several aspects of our Cosmic Christ Protection. First,
I acknowledge and accept the Mantle of Light from my Beloved
Mighty I AM Presence. Within its Forcefield, I expand my Eternal
Flame to touch the hem of this Mantle of Light …and with this
Holy Communion, I AM Transfigured in the Light! I also invoke
the Mighty Elohim Hercules and the Beloved Archangel Lord
Michael to sustain around me their Ring Pass Not of Cosmic Blue
Lightning for an immense distance in every direction! This Ring
Pass Not of Cosmic Blue Lightning is created by a Circle and Sword
of Blue Flame in front of me, behind me, on either side of me as
well as above and below me …which then meld into one continuous
Forcefield of Cosmic Christ Protection!
And finally, I invoke, focus and sustain the Cloak of Invisibility,
offered to all Ascended Master candidates, so that I AM invisible
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to all energies and forces less than God’s Will …including any
imbalance, illness, accidents or ill-intent of any kind! The Will
of God is that I AM cut free from all karmic ties, so that I AM
continuously moving forward into an Eternal Life in the Light …
always knowing with ultimate Faith that as I AM raised up, so is all
life raised up with me! Now, I AM Divinely Protected!
Once the Will of God and its powerful Protection is conferred, the next
step in Precipitation, Causation and Co-creation is an ever-increasing
Understanding …of the larger picture we are accomplishing. Such
understanding leads to God Illumination (including the embodied
state of Enlightenment) …eventually proceeding into the Divine
Wisdom of Ascended Mastery. This is represented in the Solar Year
Thoughtform as the Golden Aura of the Golden Robe …the soft,
sparkling Golden Light expanding in spiraling formation around the
Sword of Blue Flame.
Then comes the Love Principle, which governs the First and Second
Rays …through Grace. Here within the Rose-petaled Pulsating
Pink Sun is the abundance of endless generations of the I AM Race
of Venus …and especially the Sacred Love Nature of their Mighty
Regent Sanat Kumara, and their Sun, Beloved Krishna and Sophia.
We have come to know this Higher Frequency Love as Holy Spirit
…since Beloved Krishna first offered to assist Sanat Kumara in the
redemption of this sweet Earth through the Cosmic Christ Principle.
Holy Spirit has always accompanied the Cosmic Christ …no matter
its outer Representative or Avatar. Now we produce a Group Avatar,
expanding to include all peoples, as the Gathering of Ascended
Humanity, abiding in their Higher Frequency Love Nature.
Then, within this established Three-fold Flame of Love, Wisdom and
Power shines the Crystalline Shimmering Diamond of every level
of life expressing in form. Let us feel the teeming life forms on
every level …with each level enfolded by its own Cosmic White
Ascension Dove. Each of these life forms calls out for its Spiritual
Freedom …from sub-atomic intelligences (particles and waveforms); to single cell creatures; to complex animal and plant life; to
the mass of Humanity; and ending with our co-servers in spiritually
committed Humanity, enlightened Humanity and finally Ascended
and Free Humanity. We bathe them all in our Mercy, Compassion
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and Forgiveness, in our Adoration and Reverence …and finally
in our affirmation that: As I AM Ascended and Free, so is all life
Ascended and Free with me!
The Ray of Holy Spirit contains the Five sub-Rays (of Rays Three
through Seven, ending in the Mystic Ring of Violet Fire). This
Seventh Ray Realm is the Primary Octave radiating Perfection
Patterns of Spiritual Freedom to Humanity. Here, the White Fire
Beings and the Majestic Devas, Builders of Form and Elohim
project the Highest Frequency DNA into every cell of life, in any
form, composing Elemental and Human life on Earth! Then finally
in our Solar Year Thoughtform, we move into the Causal Body
Realms around the periphery of our Thoughtform. These Ascended
and Free Spheres of the Seven Rays mirror the same Causal Body
Realms around the Sun and Central Sun …the Causal Body of
Father / Mother God …now expressed as the Causal Body Realms
of the I AM Race of Earth.
As we witness these Ascended and Free Realms of Causation
and Co-creation transform into its full seven-fold Divine Power
of Precipitation, the same process is also building our personal
Seven-fold Flame of the Elohim upon our forehead. This is part
of our Ascended Master training and the Divine Instrument of this
‘building in Consciousness’. The word ‘root’ in Root Race is an
apt description of our service as Builders of Divine Consciousness.
Consider the Tree of Life. Its full glory seen ‘in the world’ comes
only if it has developed a truly invincible root structure below the
surface …in our case, the unseen world of Consciousness / Realm of
Cause. So, we are building the root structure, grounding the Bridge
to Spiritual Freedom in the Realm of Cause and in the Consciousness
of Humanity. We may do this because we are one with Humanity!
Think of it. The I AM Race on Venus has lived for eons of unbroken
Perfection Patterns …because they believe in the Supremacy of
the Cohesive Power of Divine Love …truly uniting all life in her
Ascended State! They have built Divine Self, Divine Consciousness,
and an Eternal Life in the Light! This is now their gift to us as
we now move into this Higher Frequency …across the Bridge to
Spiritual Freedom which we now build for all Humanity. And SO IT
IS, BELOVED I AM!
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ENERGY, VIBRATION AND CONSCIOUSNESS OF
BELOVED ELOHIM VISTA…
Beloved Ones, let us see with Crystal Vision the Divine Infrastructure
already in place in Realms of Cause. Here the Spiritual Hierarchy
and the Gathering of Ascended Humanity are Co-creating with
the tools of Energy, Vibration and Consciousness …by directing
the Energy, Matter and Intelligence within the Light into Divine
Precipitation, Causation and Co-creation.
The building of our present Celestial Infrastructure began decades ago
and included the Ascended Masters introducing the Transmission
of the Flame ceremony. This was a monthly ceremony at the
beginning of each Zodiacal Cycle where the Flame of the Opening
Retreat of the month was transmitted around the globe. It was
acknowledged and supported in Group Sanctuaries by embodied
Light Servers. It has since transformed over the decades, evolving
now into a Matrix of Ascended and Free Temples of the Gathering
of Ascended Humanity …all within the Ascended and Free Realms
around our sweet Earth. Now the Transmission of the Flame is the
Eternal Flame of each one of Ascended and Free Light Service …
unified, attuned and Co-creating this global infrastructure of the
Bridge to Spiritual Freedom.
“Together, standing in the Light” is not only one of our ‘mottos’ of
Light Service, but it is also a complex global matrix of interweaving
Light Rays …radiating from embodied Eternal Flames and their
Infinite Radiant Light! It is a Co-creation of Ascended and Free
Humanity and thus ensures Victory in building a permanent New
Age of Spiritual Freedom.
For current purposes, the Bridge to Spiritual Freedom is the
Solar Year Thoughtform! This complex Forcefield allows for the
‘crossing over’ of all Humanity into an Eternal Life in the Light …
thus experiencing for themselves becoming Divine Self; as well as
becoming Divine Consciousness, as the I AM Race! Think of it …
the magnificence of our co-creation! But such magnificence requires
an invincible infrastructure to sustain it …all of which is present as
the Matrix of Forcefields within the Solar Year Thoughtform!
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Let us focus on the All-Seeing Eye of God. I AM here to train you
to become the Crystal Vision of your Mighty I AM Presence …
seeing all things, everywhere present! Contemplate with me that
every photon of Light is intelligent. It sees the Energy, Vibration
and Consciousness around it. Humanity accesses the Light as the
Mighty I AM Presence sends a Cosmic Ray ‘down the Silver Cord’.
Once at the level of the Solar Christ Self (the mediator between
Humanity and God), photons can see karmic patterns as well as
Perfection Patterns. Given our True Identity as Eternal Flame and
its Infinite Radiant Light …then as my Light streams out from the
embodied Flame, I see all things my Light sees, everywhere present!
Hence, I AM becoming the All Seeing Eye! I AM the Light that sees
all things! With this Creative Faculty, I AM able to serve anywhere
on the globe (or beyond into all Spheres of Light) because my Light
is everywhere present. And wherever my Light is, it carries the full
Power and Authority of Father / Mother God, as it is my Three-fold
Flame’s Radiant Light!
When our photons return with ‘information’, it may not express
as visual images or concrete knowledge …but rather a greater
Understanding, Enlightenment, God Illumination and Divine
Wisdom …about life and its existence on various frequencies of
expression …on Earth or beyond. This concept is represented in the
Solar Year Thoughtform by the Golden Aura of the Golden Robe. It
is how every Ascended Master has developed God Illumination and
Enlightenment. On its outgoing journey, our Light transmits our
Mercy, Compassion, Forgiveness and Divine Love …and, on the
return current, we gain God Illumination and Divine Wisdom. This
is the Circle of Life and the eternal nature of the Ascension within
the original Divine Plan!
So, through the Crystal Vision of our Light, let us see the Divine
Infrastructure of our Bridge to Spiritual Freedom. It has a basic root
structure, a foundation, its own groundwork, and a unique operation.
Much of this has been accomplished over many decades of Light
Service by many dedicated Souls. Yet the more the infrastructure
is strengthened and broadened, the greater the expanse of the final
structure …in this case, the Bridge to Spiritual Freedom for all
Humanity! I implore you to use your Crystal Vision in meditation
…truly seeing the Divine Infrastructure within the Solar Year
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Thoughtform. Let us envision the Ascended and Free Foundation
we have set down in our personal life …and in Group Service. It is
a Glory to Behold and our Crystal Vision will now reveal it to us!
Beloved Lady Crystal holds the Immaculate Concept for your
Crystal Vision. So, call to my Beloved and myself to assist you in the
development of Divine Self and this fundamental Creative Faculty!
And, SO IT IS, BELOVED I AM!
*****
VISUALIZATION ...ON SURRENDER
Let us be ‘in the moment’, placing our attention upon our breathing.
We know, feel and accept that our breathing IS life. I mindfully
relax, letting all distractions and tensions fade away, with only my
breath in the forefront of my attention. I sense that my Inner God
Self is taking absolute control of my mind and my body. With
this awareness, I AM also choosing the Path of Love, for this is
the Essence of my Great God Self …pouring through my mind and
body. I AM simply an opportunity for its expression here in the
physical world. In this Divine Consciousness of Love, I know that
such ‘Reality based in Love’ is eternal …and everything less than
Divine Love is temporary, fleeting.
Therefore, I rest in a Celestial Peace. Here I live, move, breathe and
have my Being. Here, I AM at Peace. Here I AM expressing myself
in an Ocean of Pure Energy ...as this Ocean of Pure Essence. Here
I AM the Indivisible Flowing Wholeness of Universal I AM. This is
a moment of Spiritual Freedom. And I choose Spiritual Freedom,
continuously! I choose to expand my spiritual wings, allowing me
to fly and soar …seeing beyond all illusion, beyond all appearances
…beyond every aspect of ‘maya’ or earthly illusion. This opens
into a knowing of total, complete and expanded Celestial Vision of
Ascended Mastery. At this Cosmic Moment, I AM reaching a new
level of Illumined Perception …a new level of God Expression …a
new level of Being! And SO IT IS, BELOVED I AM!
By the power of the Sacred Fire that I AM, I invoke Beloved
Archangel Gabriel, Beloved Ascended Master Serapis Bey and the
entire Brotherhood of Luxor ...and all the Light Beings who serve
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on the White Ray of Ascension. In the name of Father / Mother
God, the Mighty Sun …in the name of Freedom’s Holy Flame ...in
the name of Divine Love ... I invoke the Ascension Flame, to blaze
and blaze and blaze …initiating all my world into its full Ascension
Process! Oh Beloved Ones, keep it blazing through every aspect
of my world, affairs and finances; all persons, places, conditions
and things in my life; and all thoughts, feelings, words and deeds I
express. I AM a living Temple of the Ascension Flame! (X3)
Beloved Archangel Michael, and your Flame of Power and
Faith, I invoke your Blue Crystal Sword, surrounding myself in
its Forcefield …standing in its Divine Power! I see and feel its
Divine Action …cutting free, cutting free, cutting free all energies
less than perfection in my world and in all human activities and
relationships …throughout all Humanity. Cut us free from all
diversions of ego that try to distract from our Path into the Light.
I invoke its Sacred Protection for my entire life in all its aspects.
Further, I AM summoning legions and legions of Angels of the Blue
Ray to surround our Sweet Earth, creating a Circle of Blue Energy
around all the world. This First Ray Forcefield then merges with the
Mystic Ring of Violet Fire. Here I AM protecting Humanity from
all energies of imbalance and disharmony …while simultaneously
transmuting them! In this Ring Pass Not of Cosmic Christ Lightning,
I AM the Protection of our co-creation of a New Age of Spiritual
Freedom …so that nothing that is not of the Light can penetrate this
sweet Earth! And SO IT IS, BELOVED I AM!
Within this Sacred Ceremony, I AM becoming the Divine Being
that I AM! Its Light is shining brightly and powerfully …with full
Victory! As the Gathering of Ascended Humanity, I AM collectively
forwarding Earth’s Evolution towards her Ascension into the I AM
Race! The Light we serve within (together, standing in the Light!) is
here, there and everywhere present. Thus I know that wherever I AM,
Father / Mother God is right there with me! I rest in the assurance
that wherever there is Light, there I AM! I AM that Light, radiating
into the nucleus of my cells, atoms and electrons. With every breath,
I AM expanding the Light of my ‘miracle-working’ Mighty I AM
Presence. This is the Light of Peace, the Light of Power, the Light
of Wisdom, the Light of Love ...all ever-expanding.
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I invoke our Beloved God Parents, who created all the Kingdoms
and Realms …all the Dimension and Octaves of Celestial Beings; all
the Planets, Stars and Galaxies ...to Direct this Mighty Light through
me as a Co-creator! I AM a Light Ray of your Being …a Light
Being created from your Eternal Flame. Father / Mother God, I ask
you to powerfully direct your Light into the Crystalline Shimmering
Diamond of all life on Earth. Sustain and expand it until all Life
has the tangible experience as a True Child of God …made in the
‘image and likeness’ of a Divine Consciousness expressing through
a Divine Self …Human or Elemental!
I invoke the Powerful Light of the Cosmic Christ! Oh Light of the
Cosmic Christ, come unto me, enter my world and through me the
entire Earth. Your Light is the absolute Perfection of Being, the pure
Perfection Patterns of Love. I direct these pure energies to enfold
the Earth, the New Earth that I AM co-creating. Because I AM a
True Child of God, I may access each of my brothers and sisters by
touching ‘the Light of the Father’ in them. For in Truth, we are ONE
…made from One Light …and therefore: as I AM raised up, so is all
life raised up with me!
Oh Light of Holy Spirit, I surrender unto you! Come unto me! Direct
all my thoughts, feelings, words and deeds. Oh Light of Holy Spirit,
Humanity now surrenders unto you! Ignite your Higher Frequency
Divine Love in all human hearts…. in all human minds …in all Life
on Earth! We ask this with the same Divine Grace as did Beloved
Jesus, when he left his Disciples in your Grace and Love, knowing
from that moment, a New Dispensation was thus begun! In this
present Cosmic Moment, let us likewise, in Grace, begin the Divine
Dispensation of Spiritual Freedom!
With our Higher Frequency Vision, we now see our Crystalline
Shimmering Diamond expanding its Light into all life expressing
‘in form’. I now see all Humanity manifesting only their unique
and diverse aspects of Light! This is the Light we have all inherited
from Beloved Father / Mother God. We now claim our inheritance
on behalf of all Life! We are all Suns of the Sun and together,
standing in the Light, we all surrender into this Sacred Reality! I
AM invoking Cosmic Protection for all Realms, Kingdoms and
Principalities, including all Orders of Angels and Elementals, and
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all Races, Religions, Cultures and Nations within Humanity. I AM
invoking the Light of all Beloved Ascended Masters ...all Spiritual
Elders of the Sun and beyond …to come forth now and blaze your
Light (X3) to all life on Earth! And SO IT IS!
‘I AM’ is our Holy Name. I AM inviting all Cosmic Beings to expand
and project your Eternal Flame and its Infinite Radiant Light into
all Earth’s life-force. I AM gathering this Cosmic Momentum as
the Gathering of Ascended Humanity! Collectively, I AM the Altar
of Eternal Flame that holds this Forcefield for all Humanity and
the Elemental Kingdom. On behalf of all the hearts and minds of
Humanity, I AM sending a return current of Adoration and Love to
Universal I AM for the privilege of being embodied at this Cosmic
Moment. I AM realizing the privilege of using Universal Creative
Light to expand the borders of Perfection of Father / Mother God’s
Creation. I AM living the Law of Reciprocity and Oneness …that As
I AM raised up, so is all life raised up with me. As I AM Ascending
into a Higher Dimension, all Life is Ascending with me! This is
the Divine Fiat that Father / Mother God has vested in us, as the
Gathering of Ascended Humanity! I AM representing the Spiritual
Hierarchy on Earth!
I AM remembering all our Alliances with Heaven! To all Angels,
Archangels, Seraphim, Cherubim …Elemental Beings of all Orders,
and all life expressing in form: I AM living the Brotherhood of
Angels, Elementals and Humanity, foretold by Divine Fiat. I AM
invoking a tangible memory of this Pact to steadily expand within
the feeling nature of Humanity. I AM leading and guiding Humanity
into surrendering ego into this Cosmic Pact! Together, I AM serving
to protect our Sweet Earth …while constantly co-creating an Eternal
Life in the Light! Moment by moment, Humanity further expresses
the Light that she is! All of daily life now reveals its Glorious Light
…where I AM living, where I AM praying, where I AM growing
and where I AM Ascending!
I realize, now that I AM the only Power acting everywhere present
…the Governing God Intelligence of Divine Love …manifesting
its Higher Frequency Forcefield across the planet! All decisions
on any level of daily life are now directed from the Mighty I AM
Presence of all involved! I AM the only Presence acting! In all
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persons, places, conditions and things, I AM the Governing God
Intelligence of Divine Love in action! I consciously realize that
I AM here, there and everywhere in action …that there is no place,
person, dimension or octave where I AM absent …as there is only
Light, everywhere present!
To all the Directors of the Cosmic Rays …of the Seven Planetary
Rays and Twelve Solar Rays, I AM invoking your Light …so that
the Diamond of Light that is life on Earth now be filled with the
Rainbow Colors of all the Rays! Through this Activity of Cosmic
Rays, I AM co-creating the entire world in perfect Harmony of color,
tone, fragrance and frequency! Each Ray and its unique Energy,
Vibration and Consciousness is a Divine Pact, a Divine Energy, a
Divine Quality to absorb, sustain, expand and project …steadily
enveloping the entire Earth. I AM this multicolored Rainbow of
Light.
This Forcefield radiates around me, preparing me for everything
I have before me in my Light Service! Specifically, the Yellow
Ray ...the Golden Aura of the Golden Robe is highlighted, so that
Wisdom and Clarity centers my mind and always sustains Harmony
and Balance in my thoughts. I AM constantly maintaining Clarity
in my mind. With humility, I invoke my Divine Purpose …specific
to my Light Service and reason for embodiment. I invoke this same
God Illumination for Humanity.
May all Humanity now be blessed with Divine Understanding
that ‘I need nothing aside from my Flame’! The entire Kingdom
of multicolored Light …including the Kingdom of Beauty, the
Kingdom of Universal Principles, the Kingdom of Peace, the
Kingdom of Harmony and the Kingdom of Love …IS WITHIN
ME! I now choose to Love …to ever expand this Love by creating
Electronic Waves of Love for all life around me. Here I AM a vehicle
of my Father-Mother Creator. Here, I AM a Vehicle of the Manu.
Here I AM a Vehicle in Building the Bridge to Spiritual Freedom for
all Humanity!
I strive to build Divine Self and Divine Consciousness so that I AM
a worthy vehicle ...a pure vehicle ...a perfect vehicle ...a vehicle
without ego. I invoke the Violet Fire to dissolve everything of ego
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that does not allow me to see, think and feel clearly. I know with
certainty that I AM only a Divine Instrument …as have all Ascended
Masters realized before me. I invoke all my Ascended Teachers and
Gurus to open my heart, mind and entire being …to the expansive
Light of this magnificent Cosmic Moment! Grant me humility and
power that graces each of your Service to the Light! I thank you
Beloved Ones …and from my heart, I send you a Ray of Adoration
and the Love Perfume of my Divine Being.
I dedicate this Activity to the protection of all Servers of the Light
currently embodied. May we all truly understand that I AM in the
world but not of it …here only to serve …in raising up all lower
vibration. In my Light Service, I AM empty of condemnation,
criticism and judgment … full only of Love. This is my Cosmic
Agreement ...to live in Love and to expand my Love beyond all
restrictions of self, time and space. Every day, more and more, I
replenish myself in the SOURCE of all Love. Daily I charge myself
in the Light. I profoundly forgive all who have offended against
me and ask forgiveness of all I have ever offended. I send to all my
Love. I live in the magic of Love ...that dissolves all misqualified
energies in the world through Mercy, Compassion and Forgiveness.
I AM Ascended and Free …because I declare it; I claim it! I was
prepared for it before this embodiment! I AM consciously alert that
I AM Ascended and Free! Here I know that I AM surrounded only
in the Love of Father / Mother God …flooded by the Light of the
Mighty I AM Presence and standing forth as the Solar Christ Self!
With this Clarity of Being, I make a Pact with Universal I AM …
to keep myself in the Highest State of Purity and Harmony. I accept
from my God Presence your exquisite Guidance, as has always
been offered. But now I AM alert to it! I AM Blessed by this Holy
Communion and give thanks for the communications of Energy,
Vibration and Consciousness that guide me in my Divine Plan.

that creates life …expressing as magnificent Perfection Patterns of
Father / Mother God pouring through me.
I especially accept the Gift of this New Age …the Violet Fire!
I AM invoking the Goddess of Liberty and Beloved Ascended Master
Saint Germain, to keep the Violet Transmuting Flame blazing in and
around me …day by day and night by night …until I AM a spiraling
Violet Fire everywhere present in my life. I live in the Heart of
this Cosmic Violet Flame and I AM Ascending in the Light forever!
I AM an Eternal Sacred Fire …a Bridge to Spiritual Freedom,
inviting all Humanity to come unto me and be set Free! Thank you
Beloved Universal I AM!
And SO IT IS, BELOVED I AM!

x

I AM becoming Flame in my daily life. I still do the activities of daily
life. But now I AM performing them in the Divine Consciousness of
Eternal Flame. I remain empty of self in my daily routines of home
life, work life, and in all relationships. I AM only ever expanding the
Infinite Radiant Light of my Eternal Flame. Standing in this Light,
I AM a Divine Instrument of all the Energy, Matter and Intelligence
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